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Abstract 
 

Many companies have implemented technology in conducting their business, one of           
them is by using information systems in managing their business. The business process that              
runs on the Konveksi A&N is still manual because the Konveksi A&N has not implemented or                
is familiar with information systems like other companies has. This causes all the data              
collection process of goods, production, and transactions are all documented in different            
books, making it possible for errors in recording and calculating the data. In addition, the               
owner also needs to come directly to the location to find out new data or updated data where                  
this takes more time. This research aims to establish a web-based system that can make               
business processes in Konveksi A&N more effective. This web-based system will be built             
using a system development methodology in the form of a prototyping method that uses the               
Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) programming language. System modelling was developed         
using UML 2.5, use case diagrams, activity diagrams, and class diagrams. The final result of               
this study is a website-shaped information system that can document all data contained in the               
Konveksi A&N such as the existence of a master data that contains all the data of convection,                 
production data, and also transaction data to facilitate the owner in checking back all activities               
that occur in Konveksi A&N. There are also some reports about the transaction that can               
display information related to data contained in the system. 
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1. Introduction 

In running a business, there are many things that need to be managed and              
considered to be able to run the business properly. One of the most important things is data                 
management. Data is the most important asset in a business. Therefore, companies need to              
store this data properly. One way to be able to store these data neatly and effectively is by                  
using a system. [1]. Systems are closely related to technology, this is because technology is a                
means that can support the system to work more effectively and faster [2]. With the               
development of technology today, individual activities become easier. In addition, companies           
have also used a lot of technology with a system in the company. 

Before discussing the system, there is previous research that discusses the           
production information system at CV Bintang Selatan. In this research, they created a system              
to store all existing data in the company into a database. This is done to make it easier for                   
companies to search for data and to provide a back-up system. In addition, there is also a                 
numbering system on forms that were not previously implemented to make it easier to              
organize and track data. From this study, it is concluded that with this system the company                
can minimize errors in data storage and make it easier to store and track data and make                 
reports [3]. 

Currently, A&N Convection still uses manual processes in managing its business           
processes. By using paper in taking notes, using chat when ordering, and having to meet face                
to face when asking employees something new or already done. In terms of making reports,               
they still use paper, so it is necessary to find back one by one of the data that has occurred                    
within a certain time. This makes the A&N Convection business flow not yet running effectively               
and quickly and can result in inaccurate information. Therefore, there is a need for a system                
that can simplify the A&N Convection business process flow. This system will be created in the                
form of a website that can be accessed by owners and employees alike. 

 
 
 
2. Literature Review 

 
A. Purchasing, Sales, Production, and Information Systems 

 
Purchasing is an activity carried out to obtain goods and services for a specific              

purpose [4]. Kotler said that sales are a way for producers to buy products/services offered [4].                
Meanwhile, Swastha said selling also includes getting other people to buy goods or services              
[5]. Production is an activity that aims to create and make a product in the form of goods or                   
services. Production activities require human labour, natural resources, capital in all its forms,             
and expertise to make things. [6]. Meanwhile, an information system is an amalgamation of              
people, hardware, software and other components that are useful for managing information in             
an organization [7]. 
 

B. Prototyping, HTML, PHP, and CSS 
 
A prototype is an early version of a software system used to demonstrate and perform               

design experiments, [8]. Hypertext Markup Language is a standard programming language           
used to create a web page [9]. Websites created with HTML can be seen by anyone connected                 
to the internet. Hypertext Preprocessor is a scripting server programming language that            
functions to create a dynamic web. In principle, the server will work if there is a request from                  
the client [10]. Cascading Style Sheet is used to organize and design a web interface that is                 
integrated into HTML [11]. 
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C. CodeIgniter (CI) and Java Script 
 

CodeIgniter is a web application framework with PHP programming that applies the            
Model-View-Controller (MVC) concept [12]. JavaScript is a programming language used to           
make interactions on web pages. [13]. MySQL functions to process databases using SQL             
language. [14]. 

 
D. Use Case, Activity and Class Diagram 

 
Use cases serve to provide an overview of the interactions relating to the system and               

its environment. The use case model can be described in a use case diagram, [15]. Activity                
diagrams describe the workflow of business processes in a system [16]. Class diagrams             
describe a state consisting of attributes, properties and functions in a system [17]. 
 
 
3. Research Methodology 
 

The research methodology used consists of two parts, namely the data collection            
method and the system development method. 
 

A. Method of collecting data 
 

The methods used in data collection are literature study and interviews. The interview             
method was conducted to determine the scope of the system and to collect the              
requirements needed in making the system. Meanwhile, literature studies are conducted to            
identify and study existing systems by looking at various sources, journals, documentation            
books, the internet, and libraries. In addition, literature studies are also carried out to help               
find out the correct flow of making the system. 
 

B. Systems Development Method 
 

The method used in system development is prototyping. In the prototyping method,            
researchers and users can interact with each other during the process of making the              
system in progress, so that the system created can suit user needs without any errors in                
delivery to researchers. 
 
 

 
4. Results And Discussion 
 

A. Figure 4.1 is a use case diagram of the proposed system. 
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Figure 4.1 Use Case Diagram of the Proposed System 
 

Figure 4.2 is a class diagram of the proposed system. 
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Figure 4.2 Class Diagram of the Proposed System 

 

Figure 4.3 Table Relationship Diagram of the Proposed System 

The proposal system made in this study aims to display and manage data both goods 
data production, and transactions contained in A&N Convection. The following is the interface 
layer design of the proposed system. 

When the user has logged in, the first page that will appear is the dashboard page as 
shown in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4 Dashboard page 

 
Here is one of the page views managing the data contained in the proposed system. Figure                
4.5 is a page for managing product data. This page contains a list of the products contained in                  
the system. 
 

 
Figure 4.5 Managing Data Page 

 
The following is a display of the data edit page contained in the proposed system. Figure 4.6 is 
a raw material data editing page. This page contains a form according to the data that has 
been previously entered. 
 

 
Figure 4.6 Edit Data Page 

 
Figure 4.7 is a page adding production data. On this page, the user can select the product to                  
be produced, then the system will calculate the amount of raw material according to the               
number of products entered by the user. 
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Figure 4.7 Add Production Page 

 
Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 is a page to add transaction data. On the add raw material                 
transaction page, users can enter supplier data and any raw materials purchased by entering              
the amount and price when placing an order. On the add product transaction page, users can                
enter buyer data and what products are purchased by entering the amount and price              
according to the existing provisions. 
 

 
Figure 4.8 Add Raw Material Transaction page 

 

 
Figure 4.9 Add Product Transaction page 

 
The following is one of the inactive data page views contained in the proposed system. Figure                
4.10 is an inactive buyer data page. This page contains a list of buyer data that has been                  
deleted. If the data is still needed, the user can perform a restore to restore the data to the                   
data management page, but if the data is no longer needed, the user can delete the data on                  
the inactive data page to delete data from the system. 
 

 
Figure 4.10 Data Off-page 
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The following is an example table from the testing process of this proposed system. 
 

 

Figure 4. 11 Example of a Test Case Table 

4. Conclusions And Suggestions 
 

A.  Conclusions 
 

The completion of this research has resulted in a website that is used to assist the                
process of data management, recording transactions and production and reporting on A&N            
Convection. With this system, it is hoped that users will find it easier to obtain the necessary                 
data and be more effective in collecting data without the need for repetition. This website has                
been designed in accordance with the requests and needs of the A&N Convection obtained              
from the results of surveys and interviews conducted so that the system can be used to help                 
and meet the needs of A&N Convection. 

This website has fulfilled user needs such as: providing a forum for A&N Convection              
to store and document existing data, making it easier for users to manage data on goods,                
production, and buying and selling transactions; make it easier for users to know the needs of                
goods and products with the information in the system, make it easier for users to find existing                 
data more effectively and quickly, facilitate the provision of reports on production activities and              
ongoing transactions. 
 

B. Suggestion 
 
The suggestions that can be proposed for making the next system are to develop the               

existing system in A&N Convection that can be integrated with other systems, for example, a               
transaction system carried out online, adding other types of reports such as financial reports to               
be able to find out how much profit is made, etc. to improve convection performance, further                
develop the system in the form of mobile applications to make it easier for users to access the                  
system. 
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